How to Succeed on the 90% Exercises:



Space Commander
Ele-Bot

A set of commands (Space Commander) and sentences (Ele-Bot) are presented. 90% accuracy
is required to pass to the next Processing Level. At the end of the set of commands or
sentences, if the accuracy rate is 90% or better, the student will move to the next Processing
Level; if it is less than 90%, the whole set will be presented again until the student can complete
the whole set with 90% or greater accuracy.





Cosmic Reader
Stellar Stories
Galaxy Theatre

These three 90% exercises have three parts:
1. Listening comprehension. A story is presented and questions are asked. There are 4
chapters to each story, with 4 questions each. 100% accuracy is required to "close off" a story
chapter. The program will repeat any unfinished chapters until all comprehension questions
have been answered with 100% accuracy.
2. Language conventions. A set of 157 sentences are presented. 90% or greater accuracy is
required to pass to the next Processing Level. At the end of the set, if the accuracy rate is less
than 90%, the entire set will be presented again.
3. Following directions. 80 instructions are presented. When the end of the set is reached, if
there is a 90% or greater accuracy rate, the student will move to the next Processing Level. If
the accuracy rate is less than 90%, the whole set of same instructions will be presented again
until the student reaches 90% or greater accuracy.


Also many Reading Level Exercises: i.e. Twisted Pictures, Book Monkeys, etc.

Students need to understand HOW TO SUCCEED on these 90% exercises. You must explain
the above to them, especially if they plateau at 17%, 37%, 57% or 77%. They need to
understand that slow, focused accuracy is more critical than points. (On the Language
Conventions – grammar – portion, you may need to sit with the student, take control of the
mouse, and TEACH the grammar.)

To find the above accuracy scores, go to the individual student’s Progress History Report in
Results, and scroll down to Completion Report Details for the particular exercise where the
scores are detailed.

